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M&A in fintech: when
will the music play
again?
 M&A activity set to resume once Covid-19 crisis starts clearing up
 European payments sector set for new wave of consolidation
 Robeco FinTech and NWF strategies set to benefit from next M&A wave
While potential mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are not the primary focus of the Robeco FinTech and New World
Financials strategies,
strateg ies, these are obviously always a welcome development. After the deal frenzy seen last year in the
fintech sector, we expect M&A to gradually resume, once the dark clouds caused by CovidCovid-19 start clearing up.
up.
Over the past couple of years, the fintech sector has experienced tremendous M&A activity, in particular within the
payments industry. Last year, for instance, the sector
witnessed three mega-mergers between US payments
services companies. As a result of these deals, US payments
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companies are now significantly larger and more profitable
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than their European counterparts.
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More generally, 2019 was a record year in terms M&A activity
for the whole fintech sector, not just the payments industry.
Despite uncertainty raised by the Covid-19 pandemic on
global economic activity, the structural catalysts of dealmaking, such as the need for many fintech companies to
increase scale and add new capabilities to their businesses,
for example, remain in place.
Also, Europe could well host the next wave of M&A activity
among payments companies, as the Payments Service
Directive 2 (PSD2), which came into effect last year, opens up
local domestic markets for intra-European consolidation. This
should entail cross-border deals with the likely participation
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of banks that often are the owners of the payments businesses involved.
M&A is also likely to resume in other areas of fintech, such as peer-to-peer lending and cybersecurity. Meanwhile, Chinese
tech players, such as Ant Financial or Alibaba, are increasingly looking to expand overseas through takeovers, joint
ventures and partnerships, as local regulations make development from scratch in countries such as India, Indonesia and
Vietnam very difficult.
Domestic and international travel restrictions, as well as the measures taken by many companies to enable employees to
work from home in response to the Covid-19 pandemic could, of course, make future deals more difficult to initiate in the
short term and slow down the closing of planned takeovers. However, more innovative ways of getting things done including in the context of M&A deals - could surprise investors as time progresses.
While potential M&A activity is not the primary focus of the Robeco FinTech and New World Financials strategies, these
transactions are obviously always a welcome development. These two strategies are exposed to M&A both from an
acquired and an acquirer perspective, as increased consolidation would likely bode well for the industry’s profitability
outlook.

The M&A party in 2019
2019 was a record year for M&A activity in the fintech sector, and another bumper year for overall investment in fintech.
Global M&A deal value rose from USD 91 billion in 2018 to a record high of USD 97.3 billion in 2019, despite a sharp drop
in the number of deals agreed, from 622 to 426, according to audit tax and advisory services company, KPMG.1
The main drivers behind the deal frenzy have been a massive consolidation within the US payments industry and the need
for established fintech players, including payments firms, to expand their capabilities and geographic footprint. In fact,
despite China-US trade tensions and Brexit, cross-border transactions remained high last year, with USD 54.2 billion in
M&A value across 138 deals.
Figure 1 | Global M&A activity in the fintech sector

Source: Pulse of Fintech 2019, Global Analysis of Investment in Fintech, KPMG International (data provided by PitchBook), as of 31
December, 2019.
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So, while part of last year’s M&A activity stemmed from the need to increase scale, cut costs and achieve synergies in more
mature and fiercely competitive markets, part of the flow of transitions was also the result of companies adding new
capabilities and expanding across geographies in very dynamic industries. Put differently, many deals were struck out of
strength, not out of weakness.

Box 1: Two recent
recent emblematic deals2

VisaVisa-Plaid
Among the most emblematic deals recently announced was the purchase of Plaid by Visa for
USD 5.3 billion. Plaid is a financial information network that connects over 11,000 banks and
financial services providers with over 2,600 fintech developers and over 200 million consumer
accounts. Plaid’s clients are typically other fintech firms, such as personal and business finance
apps, or lenders.
These fintech companies use Plaid’s infrastructure to connect with financial institutions instead
of having to develop these individual connections themselves. For Visa, in addition to shortterm synergies from the industrialization of Plaid and easier access to card-issuing fintech firms
as customers, the deal will help boost the company’s expansion into nonpayment businesses.
PayPalPayPal-Honey
Another important transaction was the takeover of Honey by PayPal, for approximately USD 4
billion in cash. Honey is the developer of a series of online shopping tools – available both
through a browser extension and a dedicated mobile app – that help consumers save money by
looking for coupon and promo codes on merchant sites, as well as tracking sales or product
price history.
The company earns commissions from online stores when customers actually buy, but does not
sell or share customer data. For PayPal, this transaction can be considered as a major strategic
step that helps extend the firm’s commerce-enabling capabilities by adding lead generation,
demand analytics and loyalty features to its current offering.

Fintech M&A poised to continue
The market rout caused by the rapid spread of the Covid-19 pandemic and the drastic lockdown measures taken across the
world to curb contagion slowed fintech M&A activity considerably in March. Yet the drivers of M&A activity in the fintech
sector remain in place, such as the pressing need for some payments firms to increase their scale in order to remain
competitive in the longer run.
European payments need scale
The payments industry went through a vast consolidation wave in the US in recent years. US payments groups are now
much larger and more profitable than their European counterparts. Meanwhile, the European payments sector remains
relatively fragmented, partly due to local regulations which vary from country to country.
In this context, more consolidation appears on the cards in Europe, as more and more banks are finding it increasingly
difficult to run their own payments business, due to the heavy IT investment needed in an ever more competitive market.
Moreover, the PSD2 directive, which went into full effect in September 2019, opens up domestic payments markets for
intra-EU consolidation.
The information provided in this article does not constitute an investment recommendation or advice to buy or sell certain
securities or investment products and/or to adopt any investment strategy and/or legal, accounting or tax advice.
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In particular, the sector could see a number of bank-owned payments businesses being sold to European industry leaders,
such as Worldline, or to US players looking to expand their operations across Europe. While the consolidation wave may be
slower in Europe than in the US, due to remaining barriers between countries in terms of legislation or even language, it
seems bound to happen.
From this perspective, the recently announced acquisition of French payments solutions group Ingenico by Worldline can
be seen as a sign of things to come, although the actual closing of the deal could take longer than initially planned, due to
travel restriction measures taken in response to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Adding capabilities, increasing addressable market
While the payments industry has been stealing the M&A spotlight in recent months, other areas of fintech also enjoyed a
bonanza, as leading players – including some payments firms – added new capabilities. The Visa-Plaid and PayPal-Honey
deals are a case in point, but there are many other examples, such as the recently announced takeover of Credit Karma by
Intuit for USD 7.1 billion.
Deals initiated by global tech giants such as Alibaba, Alphabet, Apple, Baidu, IBM, Microsoft and Tencent are also likely to
continue to fuel M&A activity in fintech, as these companies increase their focus on the fintech space. In 2019, investments
from big tech increased for the fifth year straight, with USD 3.5 billion invested across 46 deals according to KPMG.
Finally, some niche areas such as peer-to-peer lending, proptech or cybersecurity could also see healthy M&A activity in the
coming months, as maturing fintechs look to grow and achieve scale as necessary, and as big tech giants look to extend
their reach and gain market share in less developed areas of fintech.

The Covid-19 crisis does not fundamentally alter the fintech M&A outlook
As restrictions on economic activity to fight the Covid-19 pandemic are gradually lifted, a key question is whether the recent
deal spree will restart right away, or if more time is needed to restore confidence. Generally lower valuations mean that
many fintech firms now represent very attractive targets. But potential sellers, in particular venture capital firms, may be
inclined to wait.
We remain relatively optimistic, in particular regarding transactions implying large, cash-rich companies spending a few
billion US dollars to add new capabilities. For larger deals implying swaps of battered stocks, better visibility regarding the
financial and economic recovery might be warranted.

Conclusion
The market rout caused by the rapid spread of the Covid-19 pandemic and the drastic lockdown measures taken across the
world to curb contagion slowed fintech M&A activity considerably in March. Yet the drivers of M&A activity in the fintech
sector remain in place, such as the pressing need for some payments firms to increase their scale in order to remain
competitive in the longer run.
Lower valuations mean that many fintech firms now represent very attractive targets. But potential sellers, in particular
venture capital firms, may be inclined to wait. We remain optimistic regarding smaller transactions implying large, cashrich companies adding new capabilities. For larger deals implying swaps of battered stocks, better visibility regarding the
recovery might be warranted.
While potential M&A activity is not the primary focus of the Robeco FinTech and New World Financials strategies,
financially and strategically sensible transactions are always a welcome development. The two strategies focus on
companies with sound fundamentals and attractive growth prospects and are exposed to M&A both from an acquired and
an acquirer perspective.
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